
An Eye Level education starts with seeing 
things from student’s eye level.
A man was appreciating the art at the Smithsonian 
Museum in Washington DC. As he approached 
each painting he would kneel down and look up 
at it. A curious visitor asked him why he was looking 
at the paintings from his knees. He replied, “I am an 
elementary school teacher and I will bring my students 
here tomorrow. I was wondering how my students 
would enjoy the paintings from a student’s eye level.”

LEARN MORE 
TODAY
Taking your child 
to the next level
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THE ULTIMATE PLACE 
TO LEARN AND GROW

EYE LEVEL EDUCATION
Many parents today are facing educational 
challenges – and looking for answers to help 
their children succeed academically. Whether 
the immediate goal is for early learning, remedial 
education, or academic challenge, Eye Level is 
the answer. More than two million K-12 students 
have benefited from Eye Level programs to 
develop Math and English proficiency and 
become self-directed, lifelong learners.

RECOGNITION
Eye Level English and Math programs are based 
on U.S. Department of Education curriculum 
standards. Our programs have been recognized 
by the NCTM (National Council of Teachers in 
Mathematics) and NCTE (National Council of 
Teachers in English).

INDIVIDUALIZED 
LEARNING
Eye Level Math and English programs work from 
the philosophy that successful learning takes 
place at the eye level — the perspective — of 
your child. By understanding learning needs and 
goals as your child sees them, our instructors 
are able to set appropriate goals and tailor a 
curriculum to attain them, one successful step 
at a time. Our Math and English programs also 
complement each other to encourage full 
integration of knowledge.

SELF-DIRECTED LEARNERS
Eye Level allows each child to become the key 
to his or her success. With the ongoing guidance 
of our instructors, each student will set attainable 
goals and learn at a pace agreed by the 
student, parents and instructor. Self-directed 
learners develop confidence in and cognition of 
their skills, as well as a passion for and personal 
responsibility to lifelong learning.

2 MILLION MEMBERS



Target age: 4 - 15 years
Target age: 4 - 6 years

Thinking Bricks
Three cuboids are used
to stack up the bricks.

Thinking Cubes
Used to build a cube by
putting together the
faces of smaller gures.

Clear Paper
Helps students develop
their mental thinking
skills in relation to depth,
perception and location.

Wooden Blocks
Enables students to learn
depth perception,
location, spatial
relationships.

Numerical 
Figures
Allows students to
develop concepts of
numbers and quantity.

Blocks 
and Shapes
Helps students develop
depth perception.

Basic Thinking Math
Enables students to complete the foundation of
mathematics.

Content Areas:
Numbers, Arithmetic, Measurement (Application of
Arithmetic), Equations, Relationships and Functions,
Probability and Statistics, Variables and Equations

Critical Thinking Math
Enables students to develop spatial sense,
problem solving, and reasoning skills.

Content Areas:
Patterns & Relationships, Spatial Sense, Problem
Solving, Measurement, Reasoning, and Geometry

WHAT IS
EYE LEVEL MATH

EYE LEVEL MATH
TEACHING TOOLS

PLAY MATH
CURRICULUM

EYE LEVEL

Eye Level Math takes students through a continuum
of study areas covering basic skills as well as
advanced concepts and applications. Each level
emphasizes critical thinking through reasoning skills
such as sequencing, comparing, planning,
hypothesizing, analyzing, and critiquing – skills
students can apply to their everyday lives. By
studying Eye Level Math, students can master basic
arithmetic operations and mathematical thinking,
while developing greater concentration, better
study habits, and increased self-condence.

Various teaching tools are used to further stimulate
students’ critical thinking abilities:

FOUNDATION MATHEMATICS
Eye Level Play Math sees the foundation 
for elementary mathematics by exposing 
students to early concepts and actively 
engaging their hands and minds to playful 
interactive applications.

HIGHLY INTERACTIVE
The specially designed progam includes 
interactive, three-dimensional, brightly 
colored mathematic booklets. Children are 
able to further their creativity and develop 
motor skill through the study of fairy tales and 
gradual hand activities.

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
Your child is introduced to concepts and 
ideas, prior to focusing on the numbers. This 
helps develop your child’s ability to think 
logically and, therefore, mathematically.

Overview
• Logical mathematical thinking
• Sense of quantity
• Basics of learning numbers

Materials
• 60 highly interactive booklets
•Finger games
•Manipulation techniques

Play Math enables your child to
• Compare the length of items
• Sort objects in groups
• Recognize simple shapes
• Comprehend spatial awareness and area
• Measure, add, and subtract basic numbers
• Learn patterns and matching
• Count basic numbers
• Learn the math conservation principle

Eye Level Play Math is a specially designed program
that introduces mathematical concepts through
experiential learning.

IMPROVE MATH FASTER
THROUGH ONLINE AND
OFFLINE LEARNING.

ONLINE
HOME

OFFLINE
LEARNING CENTER


